
 

Responses to the question ‘What in your opinion is the most effective 

method of debriefing after an incident?’ 

Initial hot debrief followed by formal debrief. Did for large events. Formal debrief following lesson 
management principles and addresses issues using set of guidelines.  

Conduct an immediate verbal debrief (hot wash) then follow up with a written debrief. 

Having a formal meeting with key participants from the incident. 

Advance survey with face-to-face discussion 

Get an initial on-site meeting while everything is fresh as this can help get the major points 
straight out into the open. It's then good to reconvene on a call/in a meeting and have a chat a 
couple of weeks later when things have settled and people have had time to reflect, as this brings 
a different perspective and highlights what might be deeper issues. 

Due to distance between business locations, we use SharePoint - an online discussion site. 
Occasionally video-teleconference is used. 

Keep it simple, unless anything untoward happened. In which case, extra details would be 
discussed only with the affected parties; the rest would only receive the summary. 

Getting the views of our BCP's Team members. 

Issues, outcomes and recommendations. 

Hot debrief (if applicable). Otherwise it is very difficult to obtain buy in. 

Hot debrief followed by a formal presentation one week later. 

Oral and written report. 

Face to face meeting of all involved parties, chaired by an independent person with appropriate 
experience and knowledge. 

Meeting with the incident manager and the business owner(s). 

You need input from ALL in order to coordinate a best possible response for the next incident. 

Hot wash. 

Face to face, in person followed up with anonymous notes/suggestions/complaints to POC. 

The way we are doing it now works well for us, everyone has a voice and is willing to participate.  

Structured De-brief. Technique used in the Emergency Services. 

Open discussion among the key participants. We separate the various parts of our plan so each 
area concentrates on a specific series of actions/deliverables.  

Hot, structured debrief with a template. 

In person for up to 30 and survey for more. 

Depends on the incident.  If quickly fixed, immediately after the fix is in place.  Or after response is 
in place, asap. 

Individually after a general overview to all staff. (We only have 25 staff). 

Review with stakeholders. 

Interview first then combined everyone to review and discuss results and next steps. 

Face to face. 

Evaluation of open service tickets. 

Asking various managers and business representatives for comments. You might think everything 
went well but there may be someone in the business that had real issues that could easily be 
resolved. 

Sometimes we hold a sort of lessons learned post mortem meeting at which people talk about 
what worked and what didn't. 



Immediate feedback on incident call.  lessons learned from minutes and incident call feedback. 

After-action review/report. 

Team meeting with all participants (responders) having an input into what worked well, what 
didn't work so well, what needs to be changed in the plan, are there any training requirements 
and what mitigation can be put in place to prevent similar incidents in the future. 

Capture lessons immediately after and then a formal lessons learned follow up meeting as soon as 
possible after. 

Face to face with players and decision makers. 

Structured debrief. 

Following a process improvement methodology, particularly if the organization has a specific one 
in place (i.e. six sigma, LEAN, Kaizen, etc.). 

Hot and then After Action review which should include executives and power staff that can make 
the changes required. 

Teleconference with relevant parties and/or online survey (for larger groups). 

BCP written summaries; surveys depending upon magnitude; solicitation of feedback at the 
incident management meeting. 

Formal debrief sessions with all key parties and senior management buy in. 

After action report. 

First sending email with key questions to consider before meeting in person to discuss. 

Having a session with relevant stakeholders, where each speaks or contributes towards the 
lessons learned. 

A round table with the key actors and stakeholders. 

Workshops. 

Collection of individual response logs, interviews of respondents and those affected.  Publication 
of debrief, with follow-up from senior management on remedial actions.  Inclusion of audit 
function if deemed necessary. 

Face to face. 

Formal meeting. 

Hot and cold evaluation and one debrief with all parties involved:  
 
1) Hot: Immediately after the incident with the key stakeholders, to get their individual feedback. 
Very short enquete with some open questions (Tips: What could we do better and Tops: What 
went well). 
 
2) Cold: Some days after the incident with the key parties involved in resolving the incident; 
separate debriefs concerning the crisis communication process and things missing in their own 
processes. 
 
3) General group debrief with parties involved for group learning. 

 Anonymous reporting. 

In person. 

Conduct the debrief as soon as possible after the event, but not the day of event. 

In person, within 24-48 hours.  Casual conversation with all decision makers involved. 

A meeting as soon after the incident as possible. 

Meeting. 

ASAP while still fresh in memory.  In the room is more effective but remotely works too. 

An oral debrief whilst memories and impressions are fresh. Then ask participants to complete a 
questionnaire with more in depth questions and finally produce a report that can be circulated to 
relevant parties. 

Round table discussion with key players. 

All hands hot wash with a period to submit issues afterwards.  



Immediate debriefing (participants, observers, management), capturing lessons learned. 

Hot debrief, 30 minute meeting talking to all involved. 

Facilitated group-based meeting with defined format. 

 


